Analysis of Organization of the Interactome Using Dominating Sets: A Case Study on Cell Cycle Interaction Networks.
In this study, a minimum dominating set based approach was developed and implemented as a Cytoscape plugin to identify critical and redundant proteins in a protein interaction network. We focused on the investigation of the properties associated with critical proteins in the context of the analysis of interaction networks specific to cell cycle in both yeast and human. A total of 132 yeast genes and 129 human proteins have been identified as critical nodes while 950 in yeast and 980 in human have been categorized as redundant nodes. A clear distinction between critical and redundant proteins was observed when examining their topological parameters including betweenness centrality, suggesting a central role of critical proteins in the control of a network. The significant differences in terms of gene coexpression and functional similarity were observed between the two sets of proteins in yeast. Critical proteins were found to be enriched with essential genes in both networks and have a more deleterious effect on the network integrity than their redundant counterparts. Furthermore, we obtained statistically significant enrichments of proteins that govern human diseases including cancer-related and virus-targeted genes in the corresponding set of critical proteins.